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 This week we are tasked to review another person’s student choice presentations. I chose 

to review the audio rhythm game Audica presented by Jake Terhark. Audica is very similar to 

other audio rhythm games like Beat Saber and BoxVR. The main difference between these 

games is how you play them. For beat saber you use swords for slicing, for BoxVR you use 

boxing gloves for punching, and for Audica you use guns to shoot targets. Another big difference 

between these games that might make this game more appealing is that Audica can be played 

sitting down in a chair. You don’t have to move as much as beat saber and BoxVR. In Audica 

you don’t have to dodge objects that come at you like in Beat Saber or BoxVR. This allows for 

Audica to be played in more spaces than Beat Saber and BoxVR. This game most closely relates 

to the game OSU in the way that you must follow the notes around and tap the trigger to hit 

them. I like games like this more because you physically must press or tap a button to hit the 

notes. In my opinion it gives you a better sense for the rhythm for songs then Beat Saber does. 

This game does a very good job of handling the way the notes appear. It makes you cross your 

arms, move your arms it different patterns, hold the gun in different positions, make like a pistol 

whip gesture, and all while tapping the triggers to the beat of the song. Some improvements that 

could be made is the option to easily add more songs into the game. Right now, the only way to 

add songs into the game is to buy them or mod them in yourself. Some things to note is that this 

game is clearly not to be used as training method for shooting guns, it is only made to give the 



user a new fun way to experiences rhythm games. I also believe that there should be a way to 

customize the gun colors. This is not only for style and personally preference but also to help the 

colorblind be able to distinguish the colors when they play. Overall, Audica is a great new way 

to play rhythm games, I have never since guns incorporated into a game quite like this before. 

Considering that it’s the first of its kind the game is amazing, and I rate it a 9/10. 

 

 


